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Introduction
Country overview and background
The acute economic crisis that hit Greece in 2010 now is felt by the most vulnerable in
society. Simultaneously, it remains on the frontline of Europe’s asylum and migration
challenges. Border restrictions in the Western Balkans, policies linked to a 2016 EU
migration deal with Turkey, continued arrivals and limited relocations to other EU states
have left as many as 60,000 asylum seekers and other migrants stranded in Greece.
Thousands, including vulnerable asylum seekers, are confined to the islands in abysmal
conditions. Unaccompanied children are often held in police custody or detention whilst
hundreds are either homeless, or unaccounted for by the authorities. Access to asylum
remains difficult and subject to considerable delay.
The hotspot approach adopted in 2015 was still operating in 2017. Five reception and
identification centres were established in Greece on the following islands: Lesvos
(October 2015), Chios (February 2016), Samos (March 2016), Leros (March 2016),and
Kos (June 2016) functioning as hotspots. Their total capacity is estimated to be 7,450
places. By the latest government count, more than 15,400 asylum seekers are on the
Greek islands, many of them in filthy and vastly overcrowded centers. Women and
children are forced to sleep in flimsy tents or on the ground, even through the winter.
There is little access to medical care, education, or other basic services. Greece justifies
its “containment policy” keeping asylum seekers on the islands because of the EU-Turkey
deal in 2016, designed to curb migration to mainland Europe by returning asylum seekers
to Turkey. But Greek appeals courts have blocked most returns of asylum seekers to
Turkey, which cannot be considered safe under EU asylum law. The containment policy
traps people in conditions below EU minimum standards, impedes their access to
necessary services, and denies them access to fair and efficient asylum procedures
because of the overcrowding on the islands and the lack of basic services. Members of
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vulnerable groups – including pregnant women, older people, unaccompanied children,
single parents with children, victims of torture or sexual or gender-based violence, and
people with disabilities – and people eligible to be reunited with family members already
in the EU are supposed to be exempt. But they are not always identified by the authorities
and there has been considerable pressure on Greece from the EU and its member states
to narrow the criteria to minimize the numbers of people eligible. 1
Many people have attempted to end their lives due to the extreme distress and emotional
pain they experience. In October, Medecins Sans Frotieres (MSF) reported that between
June and September, an average of six to seven people per week arrived at their clinic on
Lesbos for mental health consultations following suicide attempts, incidents of self-harm
or psychotic episodes. 2 Women and girls say they experience sexual harassment and
threat of violence daily, deterring them from leaving their shelters or even going to the
bathroom alone. They express little confidence that Greek authorities would help or
protect them if they report incidents. Also, The containment policy has caused significant
tensions on the islands. Mayors from the five Greek islands affected said in December
that the containment policy had turned their communities into “island prisons.”While
many Greek people continue to offer help, some residents and local authorities who
showed support and solidarity before the EU-Turkey deal are increasingly having a hard
time accepting the strain on the local infrastructure. Nongovernmental groups on the
islands have reported some racist and xenophobic incidents, exacerbating fear and
anxiety among the asylum seekers trapped there.
In December 2017, 13 nongovernmental groups, including Human Rights Watch,
launched the #OpenTheIslands campaign, calling on Greece to transfer asylum seekers to
the mainland before winter. Since the launch, almost 9,000 asylum seekers have been
transferred. According to the nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), the government
should rapidly expand safe accommodation and access to services on the mainland and
create a system to move people quickly to mainland accommodation that provides for
their medical and mental health needs while their asylum application is processed. The
EU should look at sharing responsibility across member states and increasing availability
of more safe and legal channels into the EU.Containing asylum seekers on the Greek
islands in substandard and appalling conditions that violate their rights and Greece’s
international obligations cannot be justified for migration control purposes, the NGO say.
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In stark difference with the situation in the islands of Greece is the situation on the
mainland. The mainland has facilities that are not overcrowded, are protected from the
winter weather, and offer better security and access to services, with some room for
expansion. People on the mainland have better access to services such as hospitals and
specialized health care support, and children, the vast majority of whom have no access
to education on the islands, can enroll in school on the mainland where programs are in
place.
This picture of diversified trends, also, repeats itself in relation to other phenomena. 2017
was a year in which Greece had to deal seriously not only with the refugee issue, their
integration but also with a number of issues related with racist violence directed towards
the so called vulnerable groups of the society. The perpetrators were linked with ‘’hitand-run’’ practices of different extremist, neo-nazi organizations that in recent years have
mushroomed and have concentrated their forces mainly in the region of Attica. At the
same time, however, this alarming situation was matched by a clearly faster response on
the part of the competent authorities. The prosecutions of hate speech and/or racist
crimes have sent out a clear message in favour of legality and against impunity, potentially
preventing from indulging in mobbing practices. A typical example is the intervention of
the prosecution authorities when local residents in Oreokastro opposed the integration
of refugee children into the local schools, and tried to cause violent incidents as members
of local “patriotic organisations”, as well as another situation where certain individuals
were convicted in Chios for acts of violence against foreigners and for the dissemination
of false information relating to damages allegedly caused by refugees and immigrants to
their vehicles and property.
Different trends can be distinguished also in the public sphere. On the one hand there is
a broader recognition, acceptance and institutional protection of diversity. On the other
hand racist, anti-Semitic speech, coming from public figures, exonerates racist behaviors’
and targets particular individuals and groups merely on account of their differences. 4 This
is a mode of pronouncing hate speech that is quite familiar in the socio-economic and
political context of Greece and perpetuates itself through the years.
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1: Legislation
Legal framework Background
In the Greek legal system, ratified international conventions constitute an integral
part of the Greek legal order and prevail over any contrary provision of the law. Greece
has ratified all the major human rights treaties (the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights, the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women, the Convention on the Rights of Child, the European Convention on Human
Rights and the International Labour Organization Convention No. 111 on Discrimination),
but not Protocol no. 12 of the European Convention on Human Rights, the Revised Social
Charter or the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities. Since
2015, when Syriza radical left-wing party came in power legislative steps have been taken
in the field of human rights, that had not been taken earlier for decades. More specifically,
it expanded the application of civil partnership to same sex couples as well, enforced
antiracist legislation and legislation against any form of discrimination, and formed a
National Council against Racism and Intolerance to compile a national strategy for tackling
and preventing these issues, in cooperation with civil society and state authorities.
Also, with Law 4443/2016 for equal treatment, it brought important changes to
legislation, as the law applied to a broader frame of cases, the Ombudsman's
responsibilities increased and private sector cases could now be examined by it. It
proceeded to the designation of Special Prosecutors responsible for cases of racial
violence, in the cities of Athens, Piraeus, Thessaloniki, Patras and Irakleion, and to the
abolishment of article 347 of the Penal Code. 5
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-On 15/02/2017 the anachronistic provision of the presidential decree 370/1983 was
abolished. According to this decree all the candidates for the Higher Schools of Dramatic
Art had to fulfill the term of "diligence". 6
-An amendment passed by the parliament on March 28, allows the descendants of
deceased Greek Jews born in the country prior to May 9, 1945 to obtain Greek
citizenship. 7
- 2017 marks the year of the adoption of the guiding principles of the Convention on the
rights of persons with disabilities (CRPD) under the form of the law 4488/2017, which
follows the ratification of the UN Convention on the Rights of persons with disabilities
and its Optional Protocol with Law 4074/2012 (OG A' 88/11.4.2012) on 11 April 2012.
During this phase, due to a reservation of Greece expressed to the UNCRPD- the
provisions of Article 27 para. 1 of the Convention do not apply to the armed forces and
law enforcement agencies, with regard to differential treatment due to disability, as
provided for in Article 8 para. 4 of Law 3304/2005 on the implementation of equal
treatment pursuant to Articles 3 para. 4 and 4 of Directive 2000/78/ΕC.
Now, during 2017, the fourth part (Chapter) of the draft law of the Ministry of
Employment, Social Security and Social Solidarity with main theme ''Public pension and
other insurance provisions, increased protection of workers, rights of persons with
disabilities and other provisions'' that was adopted on 7-9-2017 by the Plenary Session
of the Parliament and established furthermore a general framework of regulations in
accordance with the provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities and the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities, were ratified by the first article of Law 4074/2012 (A '88).
The aim was to remove the obstacles that impede the full and equal participation of
People with Disabilities in the social, economic and political life of the country.
The law is a benchmark document that works to ensure the enjoyment of human rights
and fundamental freedoms by persons with disabilities. The new legislation on the
protection of the rights of persons with disabilities (addressed to all stakeholders:
government, private employers etc.) introduces a series of very important provisions and
a series of reforms designed to promote their equal treatment, full enjoyment of
fundamental rights, and to facilitate their lives and daily routine. At the same time, the
6
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proposed regulations promote their treatment not as persons with needs but as persons
with potential, which the state must recognize, in order to allow them to gain access to
every aspect of social and economic life. In this context, the new arrangements aim
at specifying, clarifying and assisting the implementation of the provisions of the
United Nations International Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.
Most specifically it establishes the following:
Any natural person or public organization in the wider public or private sector is required
to facilitate the equal exercise of the rights of persons with disabilities in their respective
fields of competence or activity by taking all appropriate measures and refraining from
any action which may affect the exercise of their rights. In particular, they are required:
(a)to remove any existing barriers, (b) to observe the principles of universal design in all
areas of competence or activity in order to ensure that persons with disabilities have
access to infrastructure, services or goods they offer, (c) to provide, where necessary in a
specific case, reasonable adjustments in the form of tailor - made and appropriate
modifications, arrangements and appropriate measures, without imposing
disproportionate or unjustified burden, d) to abstain from practices, habits and behaviors
which discriminate against Disabled People, (e) to promote, through positive measures,
the equal participation and exercise of the rights of persons with disabilitiesin the area of
their competence or activity.
Special sanctions are not provided but general obligations (such as “breach of duty”
regarding public authorities) could be applied.
Both obligations to remove barriers and to adopt positive measures are equally
important. In particular, Article 63 of the Law provides for the universal design of
administrative products, environments and services and reasonable adjustments:
Administrative bodies and authorities are required to take appropriate measures tailored
to the particular needs of one or more people with disabilities in order to ensure the
principle of equal treatment. Article 64 deals with access to the natural, structured
and electronic environment:
Administrative bodies and authorities within their competence should ensure equal
access for people with disabilities to the electronic environment especially concerning
electronic communications, information and services, including the media and internet
services.
Article 65 regulates the communication of people with disabilities with administrative
authorities, languages and forms of communication. This means: recognizing sign
language as equivalent to the Greek language, recognizing Greek Braille as a way
6

of writing for Greek blind citizens, the obligation of the state to cover all
communication needs of deaf and blind citizens. Article 66 relates to information,
awareness -raising, education and training on the rights of disabled people: Universities
and Technical Educational Institutions, the National Centre for Public Administration
and Local Government, the National School of Judicial Officers and the National School
of Public Health should ensure the inclusion of the rights of people with disabilities, as
derived from the Convention, within their teaching curricula and training seminars.
Finally, Article 67 establishes non-discrimination in the media and audiovisual services:
all public and private mass media, either newspapers or TV and radio, should promote
consolidation and respect for the principle of non-discrimination. The responsible
authority for this is the National Council of Radio and Television. The provision
concerns only mass media companies and implies that not only are they obliged to
promote non-discrimination as a principle within their programmes but that they are also
obliged to provide services that are accessible to persons with disabilities.
2 -The new rules also provide the relevant definitions ("Disabled people",“adjustments”,
etc.) and guidelines for the equal exercise of the rights of people with disabilities and the
mainstreaming of disability in all public policies. The Minister for Territorial Coordination
is appointed as Coordinating Mechanism for monitoring all issues related to the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities. The Law also establishes:
-The General Secretariat for Transparency and Human Rights of the Ministry of
Justice, Transparency and Human Rights as a focal point of reference for issues
related to the implementation of the Convention. -The Secretary General or
Administrator at each ministry as a point of reference for monitoring the implementation
of the Convention per sector of governmental competence.-The Ombudsman, the
constitutionally established Independent Authority, as the Framework for the
Promotion of the Implementation of the Convention (Promotion Framework).
The new legislation highlights the respect for the human values of autonomy, equality
and dignity for people with disabilities, condemns unequal treatment and
discrimination in all its forms to the detriment of people with disabilities, ensures the
inclusion of the disability dimension in all existing international human rights instruments,
and recognizes that disability is a part of human diversity.
-Law 4478/2017 (Government Gazette Series A, Issue No. 91) transposing Directive
2012/29/EU establishing minimum standards on the rights, support and protection of
victims of crime, and replacing Council Framework Decision 2001/220/JHA and other
provisions
Directive 2012/29/EU places victims on a new standpoint in the context of the procedures
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conducted before each competent organization, yet requires the coordinated action of
all bodies and authorities involved, with a view to supporting the victims. Law 4478/2017
introduces a holistic approach as regards the support offered to victims of hate crimes,
with a view to encouraging them to become more involved in the criminal process. If
thoroughly and effectively implemented, the law is bound to contribute decisively
towards effective dispensation of justice and effective restoration of the damage
sustained by the victims.8
-On July 28, the parliament amended existing legislation to allow private citizens and
municipal authorities to apply for permits to operate crematory facilities to benefit those
whose religious beliefs do not permit burial in Greek cemeteries. On October 18, the
parliament passed an amendment changing the use of land in Eleonas region, in central
Athens, thus paving the way for the construction by the local municipality of a crematory
facility.9
-On September 21, the government made several administrative and legislative
improvements to conditions in prisons, including access to education for convicts.
Parliament passed an amendment redefining the rules for conditional release of prisoners
in order to alleviate overcrowding in prisons. Prisoners would be able to apply for release
once they had served at least 10 percent of a sentence that was less than three years, 20
percent of a three- to five-year sentence, 40 percent of a five to 10-year term, and 50
percent of a term exceeding 10 years, and would be required to wear an electronic
monitoring bracelet and appear at a police precinct at regular intervals. The amendment
included language that barred prisoners serving time for serious criminal offenses from
the new rules for conditional release, including prisoners convicted of crimes involving
children.
On April 7 and July 27, the Ministry of Justice, Transparency, and Human Rights reported
on the launching of a “second chance” school inside the prison facilities of Chania and
Malandrino. According to the ministry, there were six such schools to promote education
among prisoners who had not completed nine years of obligatory education. Also on July
27, the minister for justice, transparency, and human rights inaugurated a child-friendly
space in the Malandrino prison to enable visitation by inmates’ children in a humane
environment.
-On September 2017 the non-profit organization 'Solidarity Now' and the civil non-profit
organization 'Generation 2.0 RED' submitted to the Greek Ombudsman, which according
the anti-discrimination Law 4443/2016 is a designated equality body responsible for
8
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promoting and monitoring the application of the principle of equal treatment,
irrespective of, inter alia, race, color, ethnicity or ethnic origin, a file No. 224709. The file
formulated the concern over the limitation of insurance rights of third-country nationals
and their family members. Secondary beneficiaries regarded as protected family
members and therefore offered health services by the relevant insurance bodies are
limited to the children of third-country nationals up until the age of 18 years. On
the other hand, for other categories of insured persons (i.e. nationals and EU
citizens), family members covered by a person’s insurance include children over the age
of 18 years, as well as parents, grandchildren and siblings, as long as they satisfy the
criteria set by the legal framework in order to be characterized as ‘protected family
members’.The Greek Ombudsman found the specific insurance provisions that derive
from the Law 1846/1951 that has changed in some provisions in N.3996/2011 to be
discriminatory as they inadvertently lead to an evident incoherent restriction of the scope
of beneficiaries of insurance rights and the rights of the primary insurance
beneficiary who is a third-country national in comparison to the insurance benefits
enjoyed by a Greek national or an EU citizen, even though they all pay the same
contributions without distinction. 10 Furthermore, discriminatory provisions are found
also in other cases of the daily life of the migrants such as in the field of work. Examples
constitute the provisions regarding compensation in cases of accidents at work.
According to the Decree of 24 July/25 August 1920 (as amended), compensation due
to foreign workers is dependent on various conditions such as their residence in
Greece. According to the same law, foreign workers are entitled to the same treatment
as nationals on condition that there is reciprocity between Greece and their respective
countries of origin by virtue of relevant inter-state agreements. These provisions
raise serious questions of compatibility between the above Greek legislation
and international social rights standards established, inter alia, by the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. 11
-In October 2017, amid transphobic reactions inside and outside Parliament, the
government passed a new law reforming legal recognition of gender identity. Law
4491/2017 expressly stated that transgender people could change their identity
documents without the requirements of medical interventions, tests and psychiatric
assessments. Previously gender could only be changed in cases where gender dysphoria
10
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was diagnosed and reproductive organs removed However, the new legislation also
contained several flaws, including a single status requirement and the validation of
gender recognition by a local court. While the procedure was open to individuals above
the age of 15, blanket age restrictions remained and 15-to 16-year-old children seeking
legal gender recognition faced the additional barrier of a psycho-medical assessment.
Ruling coalition leader SYRIZA and the Potami party voted in favor of the bill in principle,
as well as the individual articles. Main opposition New Democracy, Far-right Golden
Dawn, the Communist Party of Greece (KKE) and the Centrists Union voted against the
bill in its entirety while the Democratic Alliance voted in favor for everything except article
3, where it abstained. ‘’No tradition, no religion, no perception of family requires citizens
to remain on the margins or be pushed into institutional and social oblivion,” Tsipras told
MPs before the vote. The legislation, he said, was aimed squarely at ending the
marginalization of people whose perceived gender identity did not correspond with that
assigned at birth.
“What God is it that has us take decisions that push children into [situations of] bullying,
humiliation and suicides?” he asked. Almost the entire political opposition, with the
exception of the small, centrist To Potami party, rejected the proposed bill. Rescinding an
earlier pledge to back the legislation, Kyriakos Mitsotakis, who heads the Centre-right
New Democracy party, said that while every person had the right to self-determination it
was wrong to extend such life-changing decisions to people under the age of 18.
“For such a decision, maturity is required which only age can guarantee,” he said. “It
makes no sense to us that a 15-year-old, who is prohibited from consuming alcohol, is
allowed to take such an important decision … a decision that should be taken with medical
expertise.”
-In November 2017, Prime Minister Tsipras announced a bill that will ''address the
shortcomings and the inequalities effecting the minority population of the country''. The
legislation that finally passed in parliament in January 2018, allows members of the
Muslim community to seek a court to solve family disputes rather than appealing to
Islamic muftis, legal scholars empowered to rule over religious matters. Greek Muslim has
normally turned to muftis to solve disputes like divorce, child custody and inheritance. A
practice that usually discriminated women. According to the legislation:
1. The mufti’s jurisdiction will be optional and subject to the agreement of all concerned
parties, otherwise the case will be subject to civil courts.
2. Civil courts will have a presumption of jurisdiction
3. A presidential decree to be issued will enable the mufti to exercise his powers in a
specific context that protects the rights of the parties involved.
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4. Inheritance relations of members of the minority will be determined by the civil code
and not by the Islamic Sharia law, however, giving the option that one decides otherwise
in a written declaration.
5. All public wills to date are valid and will be implemented.
The existence of Sharia Law in Thrace was possible after the population exchange in 1923
and the terms of the Treaty of Lausanne, granting the communities exceptional rights,
including being allowed to live according to its existing customs. The Sharia law was
abolished in Turkey in 1926; however Ankara had supported its existence in [Western]
Thrace all these years. Officially known as the Muslim Minority of Greece, it consists
mainly of Turkish-speaking people but also Bulgarian-speaking Pomaces. Three muftis,
appointed by the Greek authorities, act as religious leaders and judges. In this capacity
they enforced sharia law for family disputes, but not for criminal cases. So any problems
relating to marriage, divorce and inheritance were solely settled by the mufti’s office in
Xanthi, Komotini or Didymoteicho, the region’s three main towns.12. This change has been
triggered by a case adjudicated by the Greek courts and then by the European Court of
Human Rights (ECHR) in Strasbourg. The case was pending before the First Section of the
European Court since 2014, and was referred to the Grand Chamber: a Greek Muslim in
Thrace had drafted a public will according to which his wife would inherit all of his estate.
As they did not have any children, after he passed away, his widow acquired the entire
estate. The public will was then challenged by the sisters of the deceased, on the grounds
that Sharia law -according to which they are heirs on the ¾ of the deceased’s property-,
should be obligatorily implemented. While the first instance court and the Court of Appeal
of Thrace upheld that the public will is valid and Sharia law cannot be implemented
without consent, the Supreme Court of Greece upheld the opposite: That Sharia law is
the exclusive law applicable on all Muslims of Thrace in the framework of the minority
protection law. 13

2. Law enforcement practices affecting minorities.
Applying the anti-racist law for the first time, the Court of Chios, one of the central five
hot spots in the islands of Greece, sentenced Matthew Mermugousis to 12 months
imprisonment for public incitement to violence based on racial discrimination (Article 1
of Law 4285/2014), a penalty which together with the injuries to two refugees, reached
18 months with a three-year suspension and a fine of 5,000 euros. With 7-month
imprisonment with a three-year suspension, Anastasios Komatas was also sentenced, the
12
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second of the far right arrested on the evening of 20/4/2017 for unprovoked humiliation
and violence against a refugee.
Also, the Three-Member Lower Criminal Court of Rhodes sentenced two persons to 4
years and 10 months imprisonment (sentence suspended for 3years) for assaulting and
injuring foreigners with rafters outside their home, after calling them to come out.
In November 2017, a member of a group that assaulted a Pakistani citizen in his barber
shop in Metamorfosi in September 2012 was sentenced by the Mixed Jury Court of Athens
to 13 years and 4 months in prison. The incident was recorded by the RVRN in 2012 and
the victim had received legal aid under the program “Support and legal services to victims
of hate crimes", implemented by members of the Network. According to the victim, he
was at a barber shop when two men came in and threatened a Greek customer because
of his presence there. The perpetrators then 22 stabbed the victim and set the place on
fire using Molotov cocktails, one of which whizzed by the victim’s head and burnt his
hair. 14
On July 21, the NGO Greek Helsinki Monitor (GHM) reported that the anti-racism
prosecutor had opened 150 criminal files for hate speech and other hate crimes, mostly
based on GHM’s reporting. GHM asserted that hate speech was often treated in the
country within the context of freedom of expression, despite international and European
law and ECHR rulings dissociating the two. On September 28, a misdemeanors court in
Athens examined one such case, sentencing parliament member Ilias Kasidiaris to six
months’ imprisonment for inciting crime. The sentence was suspended for three years, to
be served only if he commits a repeat offense in that period. The court found that a
speech delivered by Kasidiaris, in the western Athens suburb of Aspropyrgos in 2015,
incited others to criminal activity. The speech implicitly targeted local Roma population
encouraging non-Roma residents to “get rid of the human garbage.”15
Police are responsible for law enforcement, border security, and the maintenance of
order, under the authority of an alternate minister for citizen protection, who is
subordinate to the Ministry of Interior and Administrative Reconstruction. The Coast
Guard is responsible for law and border enforcement in territorial waters under the
authority of the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Island Policy. The armed forces, under
the authority of the Ministry of Defense, and police jointly share law enforcement duties
in certain border areas. Civilian authorities maintained effective control over the police,
Coast Guard, and armed forces, and the government had effective mechanisms to
investigate and punish abuse.16
Discriminatory practices- Allegations of ill-treatment and excessive use of force by law
14
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enforcement officials persisted. The majority of victims of the reported incidents were
refugees and migrants trapped on the Aegean islands as a result of the EU-Turkey deal.
There were allegations that police used excessive force against asylum-seekers during an
operation to arrest protesters who were clashing with the police in the Moria camp, on
Lesvos, on 18 July. Police also allegedly ill-treated some of those arrested and detained in
the island's main police station following the clashes. In July, a local prosecutor ordered a
criminal investigation into the allegations. The investigation was ongoing at the end of
the year. According to the preliminary conclusions of the delegation of the European
Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment (CPT) which visited Greece from 10 to 19 April 2018 in some pre-detention
centers physical ill-treatment and excessive use of force by police officers was recorded
such as slaps, punches and kicks to the head or other parts of the body. For instance, at
Moria Pre-departure Centre, a foreign national complained to the delegation that he
had received baton blows on both knees by one of four masked police officers who had
been called to intervene inside the wing during the night,some two weeks prior to the
delegation’s visit. This incident was supported by medical evidence consistent with the
allegations made, and had been observed by all other persons detained in the same room.
Also, at Omonoia Police Station, the persons that were held in custody at the Security
Police Department on the third floor stated that they had not been provided, in violation
of the Article 8, paragraph 5, of the Convention and requests that all foreign nationals
who are detained by the police, provided with food, at regulars intervals. Also, the
detention in Moria remains very poor: workers are required and persons are locked in
their rooms for around 22 hours per day. At Fylakio Pre-departure Centre, material
conditions are unacceptable. In one of the cells, the delegation met 95 foreign
nationals, including families with young children, unaccompanied minors, pregnant
women and single adult men, who were detained in about 1m² of living-space per person.
The cell was severely overcrowded (many persons were required to share
mattresses), filthy and malodorous. Hygiene was extremely poor, hygiene items were not
distributed, and the provisions for children were insufficient. The other cells showed
similar poor material conditions. Access to outdoor exercise was only granted for 10 to
20 minutes per day. The delegation invokes Article 8, paragraph 5, of the Convention
and requests that immediate steps be taken to radically reduce the occupancy level
at Fylakio Pre-departure Centre. In addition, all persons held at the establishment
should have their own bed; vulnerable persons should immediately be transferred to
appropriate open reception facilities. Further, persons held at the pre-departure centers
in Fylakio and Moria should benefit from decent material conditions and from an opendoor-regime similar to the one observed at the centers in Amygdaleza and Pyli.
Similar to the situation observed in 2016, the delegation noted that, in all places of
13

detention visited, police officers and health-care staff face significant difficulties in
communicating with detainees, mainly on account of the total lack of interpretation
services. Steps should be taken without further delay to remedy this shortcoming.
Further, access to information is insufficient in all pre-removal detention centers visited
and the provision of legal aid is inadequate. More efforts should be made to provide
adequate information to detained persons in a language they can understand.
On April 18, the Council of Europe commissioner for human rights wrote to the ministers
for justice and for citizen protection concerning “four well-documented cases of
migrants,” who claimed to have been victims of severe beatings by police officers in
Samos and Chios islands, in November 2016 and January and February 2017. The minors
reportedly suffered loss of hearing, knee dislocation, and broken bones in their feet. The
commissioner’s letter also described the alleged “torture” of three Greek Roma nationals
by officers of the Western Attica Police Division, who severely beat the three during an
interrogation in October 2016. On May 15, the government responded that in all cases
for which a complaint was filed, authorities initiated preliminary inquiries to determine
whether the police officers involved had committed any offenses for which penalties
would be imposed.17
NGOs reported incidents of security forces committing racially and hate-motivated
violence. In an April 4 report, the Racist Violence Recording Network (RVRN), a network
of NGOs coordinated by the National Commission for Human Rights and UNHCR, reported
fewer incidents of racist violence involving law enforcement officials in 2016 compared
with the previous year. The RVRN found that six of the 95 incidents recorded were
perpetrated by law enforcement officials. No further data on internal investigation results
or penalties to offenders were available.
Anti-discrimination practices- In October 2017, Parliament adopted a legislative
amendment seeking to implement three European Court of Human Rights judgments. The
judgments were regarding the violation of the right to freedom of association in relation
to the authorities' refusal to register associations of Greece's national minorities in 2007,
2008 and 2015. The new provision amended the Code of Civil Procedure to allow the
possibility of reopening proceedings in these cases. However, the NGO Greek Helsinki
Monitor expressed concern over the limitations placed by the law in relation to the
reopening of such proceedings, including on grounds of national security and public order.
Conditions of detention in the pre-departure centers vary to a great extent. The
delegation of the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or
17
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Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT) observed good conditions at the centers in
Amygdaleza and Pyli, and it welcomes the fact that an open-door-regime is applied at
these two centres. It is also positive that detained persons have full access to their mobile
phones in Amygdaleza thanks to a pilot project. These measures help to significantly
improve conditions of detention and reduce tensions; in the delegation’s view, they can
be considered as a good practice and should be implemented in all pre-departure centers.
The delegation received several consistent and credible allegations of informal forcible
removals(push-backs)of foreign nationals by boat from Greece to Turkey at the Evros
River border by masked Greek police and border guards or (para-)military
commandos. In a number of these cases, the persons concerned alleged that they had
been ill-treated and, in particular, subjected to baton blows after they had been made
to kneel face-down on the boat during the push-back operations. These allegations,
which were obtained through individual interviews with 15 foreign nationals carried
out in private, all displayed a similar pattern and mainly referred to incidents that had
taken place between January and early March 2018, whereas some dated back to
2017.
On the initiative of the General Secretariat for Human Rights, the Ministry of Justice,
Transparency and Human Rights has established a cooperation with the OSCE Office for
Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (OSCE/ODIHR) regarding participation in the
European Commission's programme “JUST/2015/RRAC/AG, Action grants to prevent and
combat racism, xenophobia, homophobia and other forms of intolerance, RIGHTS,
EQUALITY AND CITIZENSHIP/JUSTICE PROGRAMME (2014-2020)”.
The programme, which is implemented by the ODIHR in cooperation with its partners (in
this case, the Ministry of Justice), is entitled: “Building a Comprehensive Criminal Justice
Response to Hate Crime”. 18

3. Manifestations of Xenophobia and hate speech among the executive and
legislative powers.
Hate speech, as defined by the Council of Europe, includes any form of expression that
propagates, incites, promotes or justifies racial hatred, xenophobia, anti-Semitism or
other forms of hatred based on intolerance, such as intolerance expressed through an
aggressive nationalism and ethnocentrism, discrimination and hostility against minorities,
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migrants and people of migrant origin. 19
On March 2017, member of the Central Political Committee of major oppositional party
in Greece, New Democracy, and former vice-president of youth organization ONED
Konstantinos Mitsopoulos in his twitter account made statements against the
communists and a nostalgic vision of Great Greece that would include former parts of it
such as Smirni, etc. 20 Mitsopoulos in almost all his twitter statements uses a vitriolic
rhetoric against the communists.21 The debate on communism and its history in Greece
still divides Greek politics and society. Greece is probably the only country left in the world
where communism is still such a hot topic of debate. The irony is that it never had a
communist government and, until World War II, communist parties had very little
support, as the country lacked an industrial proletariat of significant size.The situation
changed during World War II. As Greece fell to the Germans and resistance to the
occupation started to become organized, the communist guerillas gradually became the
most powerful force in the rural parts of Greece remaining outside the direct control of
German and Italian garrisons. Having built what was essentially their own state by the
time the Wehrmacht withdrew; the Greek People’s Liberation Army was unwilling to
relinquish control to government politicians that returned from exile. As things escalated,
a savage civil war ensued, ending in 1949 with government forces victorious and
communist fighters and their families fleeing to Eastern Europe and the USSR. 22The
trauma of the civil war, along with the start of the cold war gave rise to a frantic
persecution of communists and sympathizers in Greece. Reconciliation beckoned under
the centrist government of the 1960s, but the 1967 coup that brought a military junta to
power for seven years ushered in a new round of arrests, beatings, imprisonment and
social exclusion which only effectively ended in 1981. Their sheer mention is enough to
rekindle the historical animosity between the left and right at any time, resulting in
19
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furious debates in Greek media, as is the case right now. These debates are not confined
to the considerable atrocities committed by both sides in the Greek civil war, but are
always extended to the crimes of communist regimes and leaders worldwide, and their
relationship with Nazism.
-The voting of the gender change law in November 2017, constituted a critical momentum
for showing the political divisions and the entrenched beliefs in Greece.
Kyriakos Mitsotakis, who heads the Centre-right New Democracy party, said that while
every person had the right to self-determination it was wrong to extend such lifechanging decisions to people under the age of 18.
“For such a decision, maturity is required which only age can guarantee,” he said. “It
makes no sense to us that a 15-year-old, who is prohibited from consuming alcohol, is
allowed to take such an important decision … a decision that should be taken with medical
expertise.” Also, the Greek Orthodox Church denounced the legislation as “a satanic
deed” that would lead to “the destruction of social cohesion and the spiritual necrosis of
man”.
Bishops, echoing the view of the neo-fascist Golden Dawn party, argued that the law had
an ulterior aim: to allow same-sex couples to adopt children. “The ultimate goal of this
law is to allow homosexuals to adopt children,” Metropolitan Nicholas of Phthiotis told
parishioners.
“Do you see how far these Greek Orthodox deputies have sunk? They have brought
blasphemy upon the human body. Today they tell us that God did not create man and
woman … every man can easily become a woman, and every woman a man. It is a satanic
deed.”
The Holy Synod, the church’s governing body, claimed the law would “destroy human
beings”.
On 17/11/2017 ex-Minister of New Democracy party Andreas Andrianopoulos
tweeted an anti-roma message: Gypsies make loots in deserted homes and shops,
crafts. But if you say a bad word, you are 'racist'! The words have lost their
meaning..!23
On 20/10/2017: Anti-Roma statement by PASOK parliamentarian Leonidas Grigorakos in
the parliament.24
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He expressed his protest about the problems faced by the residents of Palaiopanagia area
of the Municipality of Sparta, in terms of their coexistence with the Roma families (Roma),
as there are intense phenomena of delinquency and impunity which, as he claims, are
being handled by the competent authorities and calls for initiatives to eliminate such
incidents in the future.
On 18/10/2017 New Democracy, major opposition in Greece, Vice President Adonis
Georgiadis’ racist and slanderous verbal attack on the Roma population in Halandri, a
suburb of Athens saying that the suburb has been turned in a ghetto for selling drugs. 25
MP and leader of the Union of Centrists party Vassilis Leventis continueδ his transphobic
raving: “it’s a brain disorder” on the law on the identity of transgender people.
On 18 and 20/08/2017: Racist tweets by Democratic Alignment MP A. Loverdos, on the
connection between terrorism and migration and a “solution” to the matter.
17 and 18/08/2017: All Muslims are “beasts” according to the “liberal” Andreas
Andrianopoulos, longtime politician and founder of Olympiakos sporting club.
12/08/2017: Racist ablest statement by Deputy Mayor of Livadia, K. Kaplanis
08/08/2017: Anti-Semitic conspiracy-theorist Facebook post by former ANEL PM Rahil
Makri.
09/07/2017: Racist bullying of a refugee by the Vice Mayor of Lesvos.
28/06/2017: Anti-Roma prejudice from Makis Voridis, head of Nea Dimokratia Internal
Affairs, in a parliamentary question.
22/06/2018: Anti-Roma statements by political cadre Pangalos and journalists
Voulgarinos and Doulgeridis in newspapers To Vima and Ta Nea and TV channel SKAI.
17/06/2017: Hate Speech against Roma in Halandri, suburb of Athens, by representative
of far-right LAOS, K. Aivaliotis in Art TV broadcast.
07/06/2017: Minor government coalition partner ANEL paty’s MP Kostas Katsikis
verbally assaulting a representative of the Greek Forum of Migrants in the parliament.
15/05/2017: Homophobic speech by Ilias Kasidiaris goes unpunished after his attack on
MP and former Minister Nikos Dendias.
18/04/2017: Anti-Roma hate speech by Golden Dawn MP Christos Pappas in Twitter
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19/01/2017: G. Giakoumatos, doctor, ex-Minister and New Democracy MP:
“Homosexuality is a contagious disease”
17 & 18/01/2017: Anti-Semitic statement and statement against Turkish minority by, V.
Leventis
14/01/2017: Anti-migrant conspiratorial comments by “Greeks’ Assembly” far-right party
leader, Artemis Sorras.
12/01/2017: ANEL co-governing party’s politician (and ex-army officer) on refugees: “May
they die in their tents”

4. Statements against Xenophobia and hate speech among the executive and
legislative powers.
On the homophobic assault against a student in Crete, the party of Syriza condemned
harshly all that stir the violence of the Far Right with their rhetoric. ‘’ It is necessary to
continue the multiform action for practices of this kind in order for them to become older.
We express our sympathy to the young student and his family and we wish quick health
rehabilitation. We call on the competent authorities to complete the fastest possible
research so that the perpetrators are responsible’’In the same vein, also the main party
of opposition New Democracy condemned the act. ‘’ New Democracy condemns in the
most absolute way the attack against the thirty-year-old student in Rethymnon and
declares its unwavering support to the victim and his family.
Such miserable hate behaviors have no place in today's Greece.
We are confident that the Greek police will do its duty and the perpetrators of this
horrendous act will be put before the justice’’ 26
On January 21, controversial opposition MP Adonis Georgiadis posted on social media the
following announcement: “In the past I’ve coexisted with and tolerated the views of
people who showed disrespect to Jewish co-patriots, and for this reason I feel the need
to apologize to the Jewish Community. I feel even sorrier for supporting and promoting
the book of Kostas Plevris, which is insulting for the Jews. The Holocaust of the Jewish
people constitutes the greatest disgrace of our contemporary culture and its sacrifice
strengthened democracy, anti-racism, and the belief in the equality and freedom of
nations’’.27
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In October 2017 when the law on gender identity was voted, Prime Minister Alexi Tsipras
stated that this is the victory upon obscurantism and conservatism’’.28 Also, Prime
minister said that ‘’ we have chosen the road of protection and enlargement of the civil
liberties and rights’’. 29
In February 2017 when Golden Dawn members prohibited the presence to the school of
refugees children in Nea Perama, Athens, the general secretary of the Ministry of
Education stated that ‘’ The current appearance of Golden Dawn, led by indicted Janis
Lagos, will not impede the operation of the school for refugee children. The State's
obligation - which stems both from the value, moral code and the international
conventions signed by our country - to provide education to all children of the refugees,
will be respected. At the same time, the Ministry of Education and Research has the
obligation to shield the educational processes from extracurricular interventions,
whatever they may be, for whatever purposes they have. For this reason, no extra-school
leave has been given to schools. The phenomena of violence and racist incidents have no
place in school’’. 30

5. Position of immigrants
Nearly 47,000 asylum-seekers remained trapped in Greece due to the closure of the
Balkans migration route and the implementation of the EU-Turkey deal in March 2016. By
the end of the year, 29,716 people had arrived by sea from Turkey in comparison with
173,450 in 2016. According to UNHCR data, there were more than 46,000 asylum seekers
and migrants in mainland Greece, and 13,652 on the islands, as of October. Greece
continued to be one of the main entry points for refugees and migrants into Europe. The
expectation that everyone arriving irregularly on the Greek islands, including asylumseekers, would be returned to Turkey under the EU-Turkey deal of March 2016 continued
to condemn many to extended asylum procedures while being stranded in appalling
reception conditions on the islands. This happened mainly because of the geographical
restriction for those who arrived on the islands after 20 March 2016. Under the EU-Turkey
deal, those subject to it are restricted within the island where they arrive. Those under
geographical restriction are required to remain in the islands facilities until the full
registration of their asylum claim. To a large degree this restriction is responsible for the
%ce%b2%ce%b5%ce%b2%ce%b7%ce%bb%cf%89%cf%83%ce%b5%ce%b9%cf%82%ce%b2%ce%b1%ce%bd%ce%b4%ce%b1%ce%bb%ce%b9%cf%83%ce%bc%ce%bf%ce%af-r/
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dire conditions that refugees face on the islands’ main governmental facilities. Since the
deal came into effect, those who reach Greece through the Aegean Sea in an irregular
manner can log their asylum requests at the islands’ hotspots – the identification facilities
that were created to register and fingerprint refugees. Once they do claim asylum, they
wait until their decisions are delivered by the Greek asylum service. Slow asylum
procedures, however, and constant arrivals – even in smaller numbers – mean that not
everyone can live inside the hotspot; or if they do, they are crammed in tents or small
containers. Although refugees are not locked in detention centres, geographical
restrictions as well as the deteriorating conditions of the hotspots have created a vicious
cycle for those who live there. People are free to move around the islands, yet the
conditions they live in and the limited options they have are red lines for their wellbeing. 31
Greece, being a transit country, in order to face the refugees issue had to create an
integration system or policy from scratch as it had no previous experience in dealing with
massive numbers. Greece also improved its legal framework and invested in reception
capacity, although with problems in the practical implementation of reception and
integration measures due to its more difficult socio-economic conditions and reduced
administrative capacity. The refugee crisis was largely tackled with the help of
international institutions and NGOs; in addition, the EU–Turkey Statement drastically
reduced arrivals on the Greek islands from March 2016. Besides language courses,
recognized refugees and beneficiaries of international protection may access
employment services, language and professional training. The integration of Refugees in
Greece, the traineeships and unemployment benefits are on the same grounds as natives.
Apart from pilot projects, there are no targeted measures (e.g. mentoring and/or hiring
subsidies for employers), and the implemented interventions reflect the overall
weaknesses of employment policies and labor market conditions of the country. There
are however a number of drawbacks in the implementation of labor market
Integration measures that hinder asylum seekers’ and refugees ‘access to the labor
market.
One is shortage of concrete integration programs, so that in practice labor market
integration measures are often not available. A second issue is the lack of coordination
among employment services and institutions in charge of integration policies. Delays in
the registration procedure are a further problem. The gravity of the crisis is another factor
reducing employment opportunities for asylum seekers and refugees. The same pattern
emerges in social integration strategies. The implementation is mainly left to NGOs, often
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with the support of EU funding, with problems related to the long-term sustainability of
projects and their limited coverage of asylum seekers and refugees. New legislative/policy
measures in recent years to safeguard the rights and welfare of unaccompanied minors.
However, their application is still at a very initial stage and the number of UAMs
disappearing from reception centers is subject to growing concerns. Greece also
introduced specific measures to support access of refugee children to the educational
system with integration and/or language courses, to improve access to free primary
health care, especially for vulnerable groups, regardless of their legal status.
Notwithstanding the improvement in the legal framework and integration measures, the
effective implementation of reception and integration measures is still inadequate due to
its weak administrative capacity, little experience in the management of large inflows of
asylum seekers and refugees and the economic crisis.32
In September, the Greek Council of State, the highest administrative court in the country,
rejected the final appeals of two Syrian refugees, against previous decisions declaring
their asylum claims inadmissible on the basis that Turkey was a safe third country. This
decision could result in the first forcible returns of Syrian asylum-seekers under the EUTurkey deal. This is to be understood in the context of broader, also, developments. A
December 2016 European Commission plan for Greece recommended tougher measures
aimed at increasing the number of returns of asylum seekers to Turkey, including
weakening protections for vulnerable groups, expanding detention, and curbing appeal
rights. As a result, Greece increased detention capacity and forced people identified as
"vulnerable" to remain on the Aegean islands until their asylum claim is heard. The Greek
authorities' failure to properly identify vulnerable asylum seekers for transfer to the
mainland impeded their access to proper care and services.
The policies, conditions, uncertainty and the slow pace of decision-making contributed to
deteriorating mental health for some asylum seekers and other migrants on the islands,
while creating tensions that sometimes erupted into violence.
Despite some progress, access to asylum remained difficult and subject to delay while
there were particular concerns with low refugee recognition rates on the islands.
By the end of the year, 684 individuals were returned to Turkey from the Greek islands
(1,485 in total since the EU-Turkey deal became effective). Out of those, five were Syrian
nationals in detention who did not challenge their return after their claims were found
inadmissible at second instance. More than 1,390 migrants had been removed to Turkey
by the end of October, after their claims were rejected on the merits or because they did
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not file an asylum claim or agreed to return voluntarily. In June, the Greek ombudsman
launched an inquiry into allegations of pushbacks, including of Turkish nationals, at the
Greek-Turkish land border.
An estimated 3,150 unaccompanied migrant children entered Greece as of October 31. In
July, the Greek ombudsman criticized the prolonged detention of unaccompanied
children at police stations and refugee camps while they await placement in the
overburdened shelter system. At time of writing, an estimated 2,016 were waiting to be
placed in a dedicated facility, including 107 who were detained.
In October, NGOs, including Amnesty International, documented instances in which
Syrian asylum-seekers were automatically detained upon arrival as the authorities
expected them to be shortly returned to Turkey, under the EU-Turkey deal.
Greek authorities discriminated against asylum-seekers of certain nationalities. Due to
the EU-Turkey deal, many of those with nationalities of countries prejudged to be
producing "economic migrants" rather than "refugees" were automatically detained and
expected to be returned to Turkey. The EU relocation scheme continued to be one of very
few formal options available, for those eligible, to safely leave Greece and move
elsewhere in Europe. However, asylum-seekers who arrived in Greece since the EUTurkey deal came into effect, were arbitrarily excluded from the scheme. A total of 21,703
asylum-seekers had been relocated from Greece to other European countries, out of the
66,400 that were foreseen to be relocated under the scheme. Security continued to be a
main concern in many of the remaining refugee camps, in particular in overcrowded
"hotspots" on the islands.
In June, the three refugee camps in the Elliniko area in the capital Athens – which housed
around 1,000 refugees and migrants, including many children – were evacuated. The
majority of refugees and migrants were transferred to alternative camps. The conditions
in the Elliniko camps, which occupied two former Olympic sites and the arrivals terminal
of an unused airport, had been appalling and unsafe. NGOs had raised serious concern
regarding security in Elliniko, especially for women and girls. Many women reported
verbal harassment and being at risk of sexual and gender-based violence.
In January, three men died within one week in Moria camp on the island of Lesvos. Their
deaths were suspected to be linked to carbon monoxide poisoning from makeshift
heaters used to heat their tents. By the end of the year, the investigation into the deaths
had not been concluded.
Following these deaths, the Greek authorities transferred thousands of vulnerable
asylum-seekers from the islands to the mainland. However, in August, rising numbers of
23

people arrived on the islands and reception facilities returned to being overcrowded. The
authorities had not been able to provide reception conditions on the islands that met
minimum standards under EU law by the end of the year. The use of urban
accommodation for asylum-seekers, largely flats, increased. By the end of the year, there
were around 18,000 asylum-seekers and refugees staying in flats and other urban
accommodation rather than in camps. The majority of those living in the urban
accommodation were in mainland Greece; there were fewer than 1,000 asylum-seekers
living in flats on the islands. In September, the Council of Europe Committee for the
Prevention of Torture criticized the continued and routine detention of unaccompanied
migrant and refugee children. As of 15 December, there were 2,256 unaccompanied
children waiting to be placed in shelters, including 74 detained in police stations and being
in violation with the article 3 (prohibition of inhuman or degrading treatment) of the
European Convention on Human Rights. 33. In March, in Chowdury and Others v. Greece,
in a landmark judgment, the European Court of Human Rights found that 42 migrant
workers from Bangladesh had been subjected to forced labor and human trafficking while
working at a strawberry farm in the village of Manolada. ECtHR ordered Greece to pay
some €600,000 in damages for failing to protect from forced labor 42 migrant strawberry
pickers who were shot at by farm foremen in 2013 when they protested about unpaid
wages.34 The Court also found that Greece had failed to prevent human trafficking and to
conduct an effective investigation into the offences committed. Refugees and migrants
stranded on the Aegean islands were also subjected to hate-motivated crimes. Some of
the victims were transgender women and gay men. Numerous hate-motivated attacks
were reported during the year. Between August 2016 and the end of 2017, over 50 attacks
reportedly took place in the town of Aspropyrgos where groups of young locals attacked
migrant workers from Pakistan. In June, representatives of national NGOs filed a
complaint and authorities launched a criminal investigation. In October, police arrested
three young men suspected of being linked to one of the violent attacks. Sixty-nine
individuals linked to the far-right party Golden Dawn, including the party's leader and
MPs, were put on trial in 2015 for the murder of anti-fascist singer Pavlos Fyssas in 2013
and for participation in a criminal organization. In October, the Athens Court of Appeal
completed hearing evidence from all prosecution witnesses called to testify in the trial. 35
Far-right groups regularly attacked asylum seekers on the island of Chios. In April, two
men were convicted for racially-aggravated crimes over the incidents.
Greece opened afternoon preparatory classes to integrate asylum-seeking and migrant
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children into public schools on the Greek mainland, but failed to cover hundreds of
children on the islands. At time of writing, the education ministry was planning to extend
classes to children on the islands, but plans excluded children older than 15 and those
living in camps.
As regards integration and accommodation of the refugees, key element of support to
Greece is the Emergency Support funded by the directorate for European Civil Protection
and Humanitarian Operations (DG Echo). Passed two years ago to enable EU assistance in
member states heavily affected by the influx of migrants, it is also the first time the EU
has provided such a humanitarian response within its own borders. Some €440 million in
emergency funding has so far been provided in support measures for Greece, including
€151 million in 2017 for Estia.
The remainder has been channeled through 18 projects to address other humanitarian
needs such as primary healthcare, education, programs for unaccompanied minors, dropin centers for women such as the Faros center in Athens, and non-formal education
initiatives such as the one run by Unicef and its partner Elix.
DG Echo has also provided over €57 million for a cash assistance programme, delivered
by the UNHCR, to help the asylum seekers and refugees to cover their basic needs.
According to vice mayor Lefteris Papagianakis the program will come to an end at the end
of 2018 and Greek government will have to seek alternative solutions. Under current
circumstances, unfortunately, there is no social housing in Greece. It is expected that up
to 27,000 urban accommodation places will have been created by the end of this year –
up to 2,000 of them located on the islands and the rest in cities and towns on the
mainland. Eight municipalities have signed up to the scheme – Athens, Thessaloniki,
Livadia, Trikala,Larissa, Karditsa, Crete and Nea Filadelfia. 36
Whereas the picture in the mainland presents a regularity in terms of the integration and
accommodation of the refugees, in the islands it is more complex and more vulnerable
due to the different status of the refugees coming in Greece after the EU-Turkey deal
from those in the mainland coming prior it. In the islands, the local communities have
been through great tensions due to the implementation of the Statement during the past
two years. Even though the locals experienced the mass arrivals in 2015 with tolerance
and even with chivalry, the emergence of a considerable number of confined people living
under miserable conditions has triggered a xenophobic delirium in parts of the local
36
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population.
The humiliating reception conditions, the lack of an effective system for identifying and
referring vulnerable people, the waiting time for the registration and processing of asylum
claims, and the entrapment of specific nationalities that in some case exceeds a year, have
sparked a climate of insecurity and despair with frequent protests by refugees. These
protests often result in clashes between different nationalities or refugees and security
forces. In several cases, these tensions are accompanied by disproportionate use of force
or ill-treatment by the police. A typical example of such violence was that after the riots
in Moria in July 2017. 37
Violent racist attacks against the refugees as well as attacks in citizens showing solidarity
to refugees and employees of NGOs for the support of refugees have been recorded on
the islands of Chios, Leros and Samos. The political processes that came after the
Statement, the risky diplomacy on the EU political agenda, and the manipulation by the
government and the local authorities in their effort to balance the growing tensions, have
created suspicion and have provided the opportunity for groups with vested interests and
far-right political parties to negatively influence the islands’ political climate. 38
The tension on the Aegean islands was particularly high during 2017 – refugees and locals
both reached their limits, because of the creation of Hot Spots and the confinement
conditions exploited frequently by far right groups. An example of this constitutes the
occurrence in the island of Chios in April 2017. Far-right extremists caused new episodes
in response to a Basque NGO’s intention to use a former clinic site to provide services for
refugees and locals. Members of Golden Dawn almost hit the island’s new Chief of Police.
Three people were injured from an attack with stones by persons belonging to the farright at the Souda refugee camp. The police arrested seven refugees and migrants, who
were reportedly defending themselves. There has been a preceding protest of the locals,
led by a priest holding a hate speech against the establishment of the clinic. On the same
night, refugees were attacked on a main road in Chios town. The situation got
deteriorated in Samos Island in September 2017 when two employees of “Arsis”
Organization, attempting to speak at the Palaiokastro, Samos, city council in order to
explain the accommodation in apartments program, felled victims of an unprovoked
attack by locals involving verbal and physical violence against them. The truculent
behavior against them also escalated outside the meeting space, where a group of locals
attacked them using physical violence and smoke. Also, in November in the island of
Samos in the presence of far-right extremists, shop owners demanded the immediate
37
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removal of a group of Afghan refugees who are camping in tents in Sappho Square
protesting with hunger strike.39
In a whole, The EU-Turkey deal has been hailed as a success due its statistical
achievements, yet the deteriorating conditions on the Greek islands can be characterised
as a humanitarian disaster taking place on the shores of Europe. Europe’s insistence on
the fortification of its border regime has led to a securitization of the migration narrative
that sees those who seek refuge as a threat. The majority of refugees who are currently
in Greece, however, have fled from never-ending conflicts and oppressive regimes. When
they arrive in Greece, they are stripped of their dignity and face Europe’s inability to adopt
humanitarian migration policies.
“There has to be a humanitarian response to people’s needs. I think that clearly the EUTurkey deal is not only a failure, but it is also violating people’s fundamental rights. People
should move to the mainland; if they have a right to receive asylum, they should have
that in Greece or to another European country,” Louise Roland Gosselin says.40

6. Society's attitude towards immigrants, foreign nationals and various
ethnic minorities
A national survey published by diaNEOsis, a think tank based in Athens, mapped the
perceptions of Greeks on Europe, and Greece’s place in it, on issues of the economy and
the market, on human rights and institutions, on immigration, education, and their way
of life. With the use of a questionnaire, the study reflects the position of today’s Greek
citizen on a wide range of social issues. The 80 questions used capture the views,
experiences and aspirations of the Greek citizen on topics such as Europe, the economy,
individual rights, education, religion, sexual harassment as well as on themselves. Within
these, positions on migration were also expressed.
Considering that this study reflects the views of the average Greek citizen as they appear
over time, we are given the opportunity to extract particularly interesting trends and
conclusions.
When asked whether migrants represent something “good” or something “bad” 54.7%
answered “bad” while only 29% “good”.
More specifically:



90,3% % of citizens believe that the number of migrants is too high
72,1% of citizens believe that the presence of migrants in the country increases
crime
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65,4% of citizens believe that unemployment is high because of the presence of
migrants in the country

While only:




32,5% of citizens believe that the presence of migrants has a positive effect on the
economy
30% believe that the presence of migrants in the country enriches its culture
22,3% believe that migrants may help resolve the country’s demographic problem

In comparison with previous years, these rates are relatively stable, indicating that
society, at least since 2015 when the first study took place, has held a phobic attitude
towards the current reality of social multiculturalism.
Greek citizens appear to be divided on the topic of persons with irregular status, a
phenomenon which is reinforced by the current socio-economic structures and
conditions.






2,9% of citizens believe such persons need to be integrated
19% believe that they should be gradually and conditionally integrated
19,2% are in favor of detention and then to be returned to their countries of origin
20,8% believe in immediate deportation
37% believe in relocating such persons to their country of choice

The situation is a bit different in the case of the second generation. A marginal majority
i.e. 63.5% believe that children born in Greece of legal immigrants should receive Greek
citizenship immediately. A decline is noted, compared to previous years (in 2016 the
percentage was at 66.5% while in 2015 it was at 75.2%). In regard to participation in
student parades (a question which was asked for the first time this year) 35.3% are against
a child of migrant background being the flag-bearer. Finally, the perception around
national identity is reflected in the classic question “Is one born Greek or does one
become Greek?” Of the respondents, 54.5% are in favor of the “born” argument
compared to 39.2% who support the “become” viewpoint, while in 2016 the statistics to
this question where 47.2% of “born” and 48.3% “become”. It should be noted that the
statistics recorded of the supporters of the “born” argument are 55+ age range, female,
up to secondary education and of right and center-right politics. At the same time, in
response to the question of what should be considered to be a Greek citizen the following
answers were recorded:





54,3% of citizens believe one would need to adopt Greek customs and traditions
43,4% answered that one would need to be born to Greek parents
24,9% believe you need to speak Greek
24,8% that one must be born in Greece
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24,3% that in order for one to be considered Greek they would need to be Greek
Orthodox
11,6% believes that the person of interest must reside in Greece
Only 1% responded none of the above

From the data, age and formal education of the respondents one can observe that young
people and citizens with a high level of education are more open and accepting of the
“new” and the “different”. This tendency we observe towards immigration and the
perception of what constitutes as Greek does not stand alone. Quite the contrary, it
appears to evolve alongside a more general progression of the society towards
conservatism. This is illustrated by the fact that:



57,4% of citizens disagree with marriage between same-sex couples (a 10.7%
increase from last year)
49,8% of citizens agree with the restoration of the death penalty (an 11% increase
from last year)

Migrant communities have coexisted in Greece for at least 3 decades. However, the
perceptions presented of what defines a Greek citizen and the impacts of migrants on
Greek society over the years indicate a trend that we must reflect on. 41

In a recent research (12/2017) of Kapa Research on North Aegean, the refugee /
immigration issue is considered by the locals as the most important issue for all the North
Aegean islands, even more important than the issue of unemployment or the economic
crisis. It is not by accident that the locals have organized a series of public events, such as
protests, every time there is a rumor for the creation of pre-removal detention centers,
crowded gatherings at Chios’ central square, or the official position of the hotelier
association to not rent their hotels rooms to refugees.42 Τhe tough aspect of the EU –
Turkey Statement imposing restrictions on movement, as well as the subsequent
confinement of refugees within the island, has overthrown the balance and the memories
of the locals themselves about being a refugee.
The survey of Eurobarometer studying the integration of immigrants in the European
Union revealed also that Greeks are more likely to see immigration as primarily an illegal
phenomenon though they report high levels of contact. 43 While the majority of
Europeans believe that there are more immigrants from outside of the EU staying legally,
the majority (58 %) of Greek respondents believes that there are more immigrants who
are staying illegally in their country. In comparison, only 21 % of Greeks believe that there
41
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are more immigrants who are staying legally and 15 % believes there is about the same
number of legally and illegally staying immigrants. This is likely due to the fact that Greece
is one the primary countries of entry for immigrants coming from outside of the EU.
From the overall data presented but also having in mind the change of attitudes after the
deal EU-Turkey from positive to negative, we can state that attitudes to immigration are
a function of the strength of the state. If it is not efficient in coping with the challenges
brought in by the immigration then this creates gaps of mistrust and negative attitudes.

7. Incitement to ethnic and religious hatred.
According to the revised Greek law of 2014, No.4284/2014, on combating certain forms
and expressions of racism and xenophobia by means of criminal law, and other provisions’
the intentional public incitement orally, using the press or the internet or in any other
way, to acts that may result in discrimination, hatred or violence against individuals or
groups based on their racial ,national or ethnic origin, color, religion, sexual orientation,
gender identity or disability, is punishable by imprisonment of three months to three
years and fine of five to twenty thousand euros. According to the provision, the
incitement should expose the public order to danger, or threat the life of physical integrity
of the individuals.44
04/12/2017: High-ranking Greek Police officer in Lesvos is inciting to racial violence
against migrants and refugees
17/11/2017: Anti-Roma tweet by ex-Minister Andreas Andrianopoulos
20/10/2017: Anti-Roma statement by PASOK parliamentarian Leonidas Grigorakos.
18/10/2017: New Democracy Vice President Adonis Georgiadis’ racist and slanderous
verbal attack on the Roma population in Halandri, a suburb of Athens
23/09/2017: Video of “father Kleomenis” intimidating Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Golden Dawn party has its own electronic store in which elements of its ideology, modus
operandi and activities are exposed and selled such as books, jewlery, clothes, flags,
e.t.c.45 It has the Youth Journal, the "Counterattack’’. 46
The Greek version of White Power music was created for the first time after 1985 when
they became part of the international movement Blood&Honor creating the first music
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band No Surrender. Soon after this, a magazine was published with the same title. Other
music bands follow such as Last Patriots (1987), Filopatria, MAXEN, ChaoSS,47
Common trait of these bands is that their members are of a young age. All the
bands seek to articulate a political discourse, sending messages about the "rotten political
system," "the society that fades," the US interventions that seek to "limit and destroy our
country," as they "are motivated by Jewish interests". Also, main themes are corruption,
drugs and all sorts of minorities. Much of the musical production of the site has been done
in Greek as it is supposed to support their mother tongue, but there are also exceptions
because they write also in English to spread their Nazi-socialist message across the world.
In recent years, the activities have been gradually expanding to the field of black metal,
but not escaping from its primary source, the oi! Music.
The first concert of the far right scene of Greece was held in 2006 when Skin
house Hellas was established in the city of Trikala, resolving thus the problem
of the site of the event. It is decorated with symbols and icons in black - white - red.
The information for the events is given orally or online, as the far-right communities
remain closed for security reasons.
Whereas the concerts are extremely opaque, the ‘’Greek Youth Festival of Golden Dawn’’
are open to the public for listening also their music 48 and are organized from the period
of September till December.
All the songs have as they starting point for the interpretation and explanation of the
world the ‘’Jewish conspiracy’’, 49 some songs glorify genocides and promise ‘’ Noz, zica,
Srebrenica’’ (Knife, wire, Srebrenica).
8. Radical nationalist groups and parties.
During 2017 the criminal trial of 69 members and supporters of the Golden Dawn
(GD) political party, harshly anti-Semitic and anti-Muslim, continued. The GD trial
started on April 20, 2015 and according to affiliated sources a verdict is expected no
sooner than the end of 2018. They were charged with multiple attacks, including
several against Muslim migrants, from 2011 to 2014. GD members of parliament
(MPs) continued to make anti-Semitic and anti-Muslim comments. GD has
maintained the support of around 7% of the electorate. “Of course, GD’s political
base has now been stabilised”, explains Prof. Georgiadou. “Qualitative and
47
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quantitative data show that its supporters have voted for it more than once, which
indicates the existence of a stable tank of supporters.50
During the years of the economic crisis, a practice of ‘’hit –and-run’ is often
confirmed. Mainly performed by specific organizations such as ‘’Krypteia’’. The same
organisation made serious threatening phone calls using a xenophobic rhetoric to
refugee and immigrant organisations and other human rights defenders. The assaults
are executed on the basis of pre-meditated plans and invariably result in personal
injuries, while in certain situations they are committed by groups presenting internal
hierarchical structures. Another organization is called “Apella”(was dismantled by
the police in 2018) and its members self-identify as “Greek National Socialists”. The
organisation undertook responsibility for the incident provoked against members of
LGBT community when they threw flyers with homophobic content (“Homosexuality:
a matter of health”, “Pride means integrity, NOT beavers in dresses” etc.)
After the prosecution against the leadership and the trial began the Golden Dawn
was forced to temporarily withdraw the assault battalions from the streets, resulting
in a drastic reduction of attacks.
This gap on the sidewalk attempts to cover small Nazi organizations and groups:
‘’ Combat 18 Hellas’’ (C18), Blood and Honour Hellas, Brigade Hellas, which was created
on the base of former members of Pro Patria in the area of football team Olympiakos.
They changed the name in Apella Hellas. The Apella openly glorifies Hitler and the Third
Reich, uses well-known Golden Dawn slogans such as "ζητω η νικη" (translation of the
Hitler's "Sieg Heil"), "Blood-Honor" (translation of the Blut und Ehre) or "we will return
and tremble the earth" (a phrase attributed to Gobels), while using the creepy "knife at
the heart of every antifa". 51
There are also other neo-Nazi organizations that are trying to occupy the Golden Dawn
niche:
Ultras Hellas
Μαύρος Κρίνος (Black Swan)
ΑΡΜΑ was created by Stefanos Gekas when he left Golden Dawn when it collaborated
with a radical, extreme right party , LAOS. They are strong Nazis they organize workshops.
They have collaboration with Pro Patria and Ιδεαπολις. They do not have good relations
with Black Swan and Bood and Honor.
50
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Pro Patria is an organization whose leader is the journalist of Free Hour, Dimitris
Papageorgiou and former youth leader of LAOS Gianis Panagiotakopoulos. Papageorgiou
is the man behind the extremist journal ‘’Patria’’ that is financed by former Golden Dawn
publisher Zafiropoulos.
Περιοδικό Ιδεάπολις/Δεσμοί Ελλήνων/Λυκώρεια: three groups that collaborate in
Thesaloniki and Lamia.
Ελληνική Δράση, Greek Action is located in Kalamata city is the organization of
Dhimitroulia that has antagonistic relations with GD. Has relations with Nazis from
Ukraine and Casa Pound in Italy.
Ελεύθερη Ώρα/Μακελείο/Στόχος/Ελληνική Φλόγα/Βελόπουλος/ Λιακόπουλος are
journals and publishers.
Οργάνωση Εθνικιστών Ρεθύμνου ή ΟΕΡ, Nationalists Organization of Rethimnos in Crete
island. They have good relations with Golden Dawn.
Anti-immigrant Movement Samos SOS
The Northern Epirus Liberation Front (MAVI: Metopo Apeleftherosis Voriou Ipirou,:
Μέτωπο Απελευθέρωσης Βορείου Ηπείρου, ΜΑΒΗ) also called Northern Epirote
Liberation Organization, far right paramilitary organization. 52
These small Nazi organizations have in their ranks the executives who come directly from
the mother- Nazi organization, that is to say, the Golden Dawn, and which, at least in the
past, if not today, had an organic relationship with her. These groups duplicate the Nazi
constitution, paramilitary action, the Führerprinzip, structure and even its slogans from
Golden Dawn, but in contrast to the great organization that conceals its ideology and tries
to cover its criminal action under the mantle of the "legitimate political party," the small
groups say they are Nazis and act exclusively in the darkness of illegality, maintaining the
anonymity of their members.They recall the Golden Dawn of the 1990s. 53
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It is not certain –and rather unlikely- that Combat 18 Hellas is the Greek delegation of the
homonymous organisation that was first initiated in UK, given also that the Greek B&H
skinhead scene in Greece is relatively small. Golden Dawn (GD), the major Greek neo-Nazi
organisation and legitimate political party, was the first to introduce C18 to the Greek
nationalist audience, through the Golden Dawn’s youth magazine “Antepithesi”
(Counterattack), in November-December 2001. Kostas Skarmeas, attorney in the Golden
Dawn trial in favor of the Afghan fishermen that were attacked by GD members, told
AthensLive that while there is insufficient evidence to prove a top to bottom and well
established connection between GD and C18/AME, one could say that they are
communicating vessels, based on undeniable facts.
“Until 2013, [hate] attacks were conducted only by GD - there wasn’t any other
organisation to claim the responsibility”, Mr Skarmeas told AthensLive. “In 2013, when
the whole leadership of Golden Dawn was arrested, we saw a clear decline of violent
incidents against immigrants, anarchists and antifascists. Since GD withdrew their street
battalions because of the trial, the gap seems to have been filled by C18/AME. As
evidenced by the court case publication, C18/AME seems to be in direct correspondence
with Golden Dawn via a liason. For example, there is published evidence that Spyros
Metallinos, one of the detained suspects who participates in C18/AME, is still an active
GD member. There are pictures of him from 2017, giving speeches in the GD’s department
in Piraeus, or he is photographed with GD’s MPs” he concludes. Apart from the
connection among perpetrators of these two groups and the similarities between GD and
C18/AME’s ways of action, C18 has admitted its admiration for the infamous deputy head
of GD in the 1990s, Periandros Androutsopoulos, who after serving sentence for crimes
related to his GD role, has since stepped down.54
A certain role in the radical movement is played by sports fans. In 2017, one inter-ethnic
clash was recorded, provoked by representatives of this group. Clashes erupted in Athens
on Sunday, 26/11/2017, when a group of supporters of Thessaloniki football club Paok
attacked a group of Pakistanis who held a march celebrating prophet Muhammad’s
birthday. 55
06/12/2017: Greek fans throw racial insults (monkey sounds) at Cameroonian volleyball
player Nathan Wounembaina every time he touched the ball during a match between
French club team VB Tours and Greek club team Olympiakos Piraeus.56
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9. Hate crime.
In 2017, Greek Helsinki Monitor recorded racist crimes in Greece by uploading all related
documentation on its special blog Racist Crimes Watch. The 315 entries for 2017
correspond to a larger number of events as several entries concern more than one
incident. Racist crimes recorded include incidents of racist profiling, racist speech, racist
desecrations & vandalisms, racist discrimination and racist violence, as defined in their
recommendations to Greece by the European Commission against Racism and
Intolerance (ECRI), the UN Human Rights Committee (HRCttee) and the UN Committee
for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD).
Out of the 315 entries, 117 concerned incidents against migrants and refugees, 98 were
anti-Semitic incidents (of which 69 were “burning of Judas/Hebrew” around Easter), 36
were incidents against persons based on their sexual orientation or gender identity, 31
were incidents against Roma, 16 were incidents against persons with disabilities, 9 were
incidents against national minorities, 13 were Islamophobia incidents, 4 were incidents
against human rights defenders, and 3 concerned apology of genocides: the sum exceeds
315 as several entries concerned incidents against more than one victims’ group. All 315
incidents were or will be reported in criminal complaints to the Prosecutor for Racist
Crimes in the Athens First Instance Court. Additionally, GHM’s experience with the
complaints filed with the Athens Prosecutor for Racist Crimes is that in 2017 she found
them all admissible and opened case files for each one. Some were sent to local
Prosecutors in other cities where the alleged crimes occurred. What continues to be very
important is that the fact that the Athens Prosecutor for Racist Crimes, having so many
other duties, can only slowly and with considerable delay handle the case files related to
racist crimes. Additionally, that Prosecutor keeps changing: since the first one was
appointed in mid-2016, there have been four different prosecutors in that position
through early 2018.
Whereas NGO Greek Helsinki Monitor reported 315 incidents, the Racist Violence
Recording Network (RVRN), a network of 40 NGOs coordinated by the National
Commission for Human Rights and UNHCR, reported more than 100 incidents. From
January-December, the RVRN documented, through interviews with victims, 102
incidents of racist violence, with more than 120 victims. In 34 incidents, the victims were
migrants or refugees who were allegedly targeted on grounds of ethnic origin, religion,
colour and/or gender identity. In 7 incidents, the victims were human rights defenders
and employees of organisations offering refugee support services.
In 47 incidents, the victims were LGBTQI people. In 11 incidents, sacred or symbolic
places and the Jewish community were targeted, whereas in two incidents, the victims
were Greek citizens, targeted on grounds of their religious beliefs. In one incident, the
victim was a male member of the Roma community. In 37 incidents, more than one victim
35

was targeted, whereas in 55 incidents the assault was committed by two or more people.
60 incidents took place in Athens, mainly in the city centre, but incidents were also
recorded in areas such as Piraeus, Nikaia, Aspropyrgos, Menidi, Mesogeion Avenue and
Liossia. As regards the rest of the country, it is worth noting that 6 incidents were
recorded in Thessaloniki, 7 in Leros, 7 in Lesvos, 5 in Samos, 3 in Ioannina, 3 in Crete and
1 incident each in Achaia, Arta, Grevena, Igoumenitsa, Kavala, Komotini, Kos, Larissa,
Xanthi and at the border near Evros. The RVRN analyzed the coexistence of opposing
trends in Greek society. On the one hand, the presence of groups with xenophobic
ideologies and acts of organized violence against organizations of refugees, immigrants,
LGBTQI and their defenders was strengthened. On the other hand, the authorities have
developed clearer and faster responses.57
According to the Hellenic Police Force, from 01.01.2017 until 31.12.2017, in a nationwide
basis a total of one hundred and eighty-four (184) incidents were recorded, potentially
involving racist motives, in one hundred and twelve (112) of which the police authorities
took charge and conducted preliminary investigations either ex officio or following a
complaint, whereas in the remaining seventy-two (72) incidents the police authorities
took charge on the basis of instructions by the prosecution authorities ordering a
preliminary investigation.58
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Μotivation of the attack for the 102 incidents of racist violence that were recorded in 2017 by
RVRN through interviews with victims.59

i) As regards the location of the incidents: 60
• 143 incidents were recorded in the Region of Attica;
• 16 in the Region of Thessaloniki;
• 6 in the Regions of Northern Aegean and Thessalia;
• 4 in the Region of Southern Aegean;
• 2 in the Regions of Eastern Macedonia and Thrace, Western Greece and
Peloponnese
• 1 in the Regions of Hepirus, Central Macedonia and Crete 20 ii) As regards the
perpetrators:
• 84 incidents involved citizens;
• 12 incidents involved citizens and unidentified perpetrators;
• 24 incidents involved law enforcement officials;
• 5 incidents involved organised groups;
• 59 incidents involved unidentified perpetrators.
iii) The investigation revealed that:
• In 133 incidents the motive was related to the victim's origin-colour-race;
• In 28 incidents to the victim's religion;
• In 29 incidents to the victim's sexual orientation;
• In 12 incidents to the victim's gender identity;
• In 9 incidents to the victim's disability.
Incidents involving hate speech amounted to 40.76% of the total number of recorded
incidents. Hate speech does not fall within the traditional definition of racist crime and
should therefore be distinguished from all other crimes, which are normally committed
against specific victims on grounds of particular characteristics.
10. Glorification of German National Socialism and collaborators of the Nazi Germany.
GHM showed 11 incidents for 2017 in Greece including vandalism against Jewish sites and
hate speech. Heinrich Boell Foundation in cooperation with the Seat for Jewish Studies at
the Aristotle University in Thessaloniki, presented a study on anti-Semitism in Greece. The
study showed that despite the small percentage of Jews in the country (approximately
0.05 percent) vandalism recorded against Jewish monuments and sites was
proportionally higher than vandalism directed at other religious groups. The study found
more than six out of 10 Greeks held anti-Semitic attitudes. Sixty-five percent of
respondents in the study’s questionnaire “agreed” or “absolutely agreed” with the
59
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statements “Jews have been using the Holocaust to receive better treatment from the
international decision-making centers” and “Israel treats Palestinians exactly like Nazis
did the Jews.” When asked whether “Jews enjoy much greater power in the world of
business,” more than 92 percent of respondents “agreed” or “absolutely agreed.”
According to the findings, 64.3 percent of those surveyed believed that the proposed
Holocaust Museum in Thessaloniki should be built by private funding, while 72.1 percent
of respondents believed a Pontian (Greek-Russian) refugee museum should be built with
government funding. The survey also indicated a large percentage of individuals were
indifferent to the concept of a Holocaust museum and 11.3 percent opposed the idea
altogether. The mayor of Thessaloniki said he was concerned about how to ensure future
operating costs, given societal indifference to and rejection of the project. 61

28 and 30/03/2017: 2 Holocaust Memorials desecrated in Arta and Kavala
22/06/2017: Golden Dawn MP recites the Third Reich anthem Horst Wessel in
Aspropyrgos near Athens.62
24/06/2017: Greek performer Tzimis Panousis trivializes the Holocaust
07/07/2017: On July 7, human rights activists reported on social media that unknown
perpetrators had vandalized the Athens Holocaust monument by writing with a marker
“Hi, my name is death!” On July 11, police reported the arrest of four male individuals for
shattering the marble facade of the Holocaust monument in Kavala in the northern part
of the country on March 30. By April 5, the city of Kavala had restored the monument.
The city of Kavala, government officials, including the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and
various political parties condemned the attack.
10/07/2017: Condemnation of the desecration of the Holocaust Monument in Kavala.
17/7/2017: Holocaust Memorial desecration (on camera) in Larisa by the self-proclaimed,
excommunicated Old Calendarist monk, “father Kleomenis”. The monk posted a video on
July 17 on social media showing him in front of the Jewish Martyrs Holocaust Monument
in Larissa, cursing the Jews, denying the Holocaust, spitting, kicking, and throwing eggs at
the monument, and calling for its destruction. The Holy Synod of the Greek Orthodox
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Church and the local Metropolitans of Larisa and Tyrnavos issued statements
disassociating themselves from Kleomenis and condemning his actions. The Municipality
of Larissa also issued a statement denouncing the attack. On July 19, the prosecutor in
Larissa filed charges against Kleomenis and three more individuals for vandalizing the
Holocaust memorial and for violating the law against racism.
12/08/2017: Holocaust denial by Nazi attorney, so-called the intellectual head of
contemporary Greek Nazism Kostas Plevris and newspaper Eleftheri Ora.
On September 24, vandals desecrated a large banner advertising a cultural event in
Thessaloniki entitled “Sacred Places” and bearing the symbols of the Jewish star, Muslim
crescent, and Christian cross. The banner was spray-painted with the slogan “Jews Out,”
and the Jewish star was ripped in half. The perpetrator was not identified by year’s end.
18/10/2017: Crowd of extreme rightists with the cultish, self-proclaimed cleric, “father
Kleomenis”, spouting anti-Semitic hate-speech outside a theatre in Thessaloniki.
On December 1, unknown vandals stripped the inscriptions from two of the panels on the
Athens Holocaust memorial. The secretary general for religious affairs and the city of
Athens “’strongly condemned the attack.”’ The city of Athens said it would contribute to
the monument’s restoration.
12. Persecution of human rights activists:
According to the Network for Recording racist crime incidents against human rights
defenders were recorded mainly in Athens and in the islands. For example, a
characteristic incident in this regard involves two employees of the RVRN member “Arsis”
who attended an open meeting of the municipal authority of Paleokastro to present a
refugee accommodation programme. The Arsis representatives were not allowed to
speak and were eventually assaulted by 20-25 people when they retreated to a nearby
café. The perpetrators threw a flare at the café’s garden and even hit one of the two
representatives of the organisation. Moreover, representatives of refugee organisations
often receive threats, either individually or collectively, at their workplace, coming from
neighbours. Also, in Athens an assault was committed near the Court of Appeals against
one of the attorneys that represented the civil claimant in a penal trial between Egyptian
fishermen and an RVRN organisation (claimants) and a group of “Golden Dawn”
supporters (defendants). It is noted that the victim, Ms. Evgenia Kouniaki, attorney-atlaw, was assaulted because she was merely trying to defend legitimacy and prevent the
defendants from committing similar acts in the future.
22/11/2017: Attacks by Nazis and racists, with the cooperation of the Greek Police, on
refugees and a lawyer in Lesvos.
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02/10/2017: Racist targeting of members of the board of the Xanthi Turkish Union
18/09/2017: Violent racist attack in the Athens suburb Nea Ionia against members of the
Pakistani Community and KEERFA (anti-racist group).
17/08/2017: Threatening comments about refugees and their advocates on Facebook by
a Special Forces lieutenant colonel.

Recommendations
In the field of refugee issue main policy implications thus relate
to:
how to share the reception burden and to promote a fairer distribution of asylum
seekers across MSs;
how to improve the countries intervention capacity, supporting MSs and local
actors in the actual implementation and monitoring of reception and integration
measures;
how to provide continuous funding for reception and integration programmes.
To address these issues, a greater coordination and cooperation between European
institutions and MSs is crucial. This implies a greater EU role in supporting a fairer
distribution of asylum seekers across Member States, and more effective reception and
integration measures through:
a stronger focus on integration in the European Agenda for Migration;
an effective multi-level governance and support to upgrade administrative and
institutional capacity at national and local level, also through the exchange of
experiences and good practices;
sharing the costs of integration across and within MSs, eventually creating an ad hoc
EU Integration Fund;
improving data collection and establishing an EU coordinated information system,
also for the monitoring and evaluation of reception and integration measures;
supporting community building and awareness-raising on the benefits of
immigration.
A. Combating racist crime
1. Adoption of a targeted operational plan to prevent and tackle hate crimes, with special
provisions for the regional police directorates and departments, based on information provided
by the Hellenic Police and civil society.
2. Reinforcement and proper staffing of the Police Departments Combating Racist Violence.
3. Conduct of a training programme, with the assistance of international and European
organizations specialized and experienced in the training of law enforcement/judicial bodies,
gradually for the entire personnel of the Hellenic Police.
4. Guidance to police officers regarding their obligation to support the victims, to intervene for
their rescue and to bring the victims in contact with the competent agencies.
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5. Provision of specialized information on the existing victim support structures in each
geographic region, on a case-by-case basis (victim’s removal from the victimizing environment,
upon consent of the victim).
6. Setting up special task forces in each region, and training them on how to inform victims of
racist crimes of their rights and how to handle their initial contact with the victims, ensuring that
briefings by specialized staff are not replaced by the information supplied in the form of
brochures.
7. Constant communication and cooperation between police departments’ nationwide,
governmental or non-governmental bodies and immigrant communities, to ensure that victims
are offered medical, social and legal assistance and interpretation services to facilitate their access
to the police.
8. Continuous evaluation of police authorities to ensure compliance with the circular entitled
"Combating Racism, Xenophobia and Discrimination in Policing” (8.11.2014).
9. Effective dissemination of the knowledge on regulations regarding protection against the
return of third country nationals that are victims or key witnesses in crimes with racist
characteristics or hate speech (Law 927/1979), who express their intention of filing a complaint
or reporting an incident to the competent police authorities (Article 41 Law 3907/2011 ).
10. Speeding up the identification process of undocumented third-country nationals who are
victims of racist violence, in order to minimize restrictions to their freedom.
11. Adoption of a special circular on the appropriate treatment of LGBTQI persons, with a view to
providing clear guidance to law enforcement officials and preventing secondary victimisation.
12. Protection of the rights of human rights defenders, namely individuals and organisations
engaged in the promotion and protection of human rights.
B. Combating racially-motivated police violence
1. Introduction of a specific procedure in the framework of disciplinary control within the Hellenic
Police Force for faster processing of racially-motivated arbitrary acts.
2. Adoption of a legislative provision for the protection of human rights defenders.
3. Completion of the ratification process for the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and
combating violence against women and domestic violence.
4. Briefing and training of the medical staff on the cultural aspects of their interaction with victims
of racist violence and on the particular aspects of their interaction with LGBTQI persons.
5. Training and sensitization of mental health specialists on issues of gender identity and sexual
orientation due to ongoing reports of abusive behaviour against LGBTQI+ persons in violation of
the World Health Organization (WHO) International Statistical Classification of Illnesses and
Related Health Problems (ICD) and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
DSM) of the American Psychiatric Association, APA.

Additional initiatives and measures which can contribute (besides other beneficial effects)
to reducing tensions among refugees/immigrants, relieving pressure from local
communities (especially on islands-entry points), and preventing or limiting social
tensions, which in turn become a breeding ground for xenophobic reactions and racist
behaviors’. Such measures may include the following:
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1. Significantly improving reception conditions, especially for vulnerable persons, as well
as creating the conditions for greater security in all reception areas, Reception and
Identification Centers and reception facilities in the mainland.
2. Ensuring faster registration and processing of asylum claims of all nationalities.
3. Systematization and speed up of registration and reception of unaccompanied minors,
and appropriate care and referral procedures.
4. Re-assessing the geographic restrictions on refugees remaining on the islands.
5. Holistic approach to immigration and refugee issues, with long-term planning across
the country.
6.Training and awareness of management and journalists, editors and newscasters of
electronic, paper and television media, with regard to the coverage of racist crimes, the
protection of human rights and the elimination of negative stereotypes against certain
groups, through special training activities and guidelines.
7. Creation of a handbook for school communities on understanding and addressing biasmotivated incidents of violence and interconnection with experienced civil society actors
implementing specific programs.
8. Reinforcement of the regulatory framework on combating hate-motivated violence in
schools with the active participation of teachers, students and parents' associations.
9. Promotion of an inter-cultural and inter-religious dialogue with a view to eliminating
stereotypes and prejudice.
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